
AURICULA’S GARDEN 2020 ADVENT KAL 

  
As Winter wreath decorations go, this one is my last and favourite. It’s the 
epitome of Hygge. Enough said apart from I hope you enjoy my pattern. 
 

Day 21: Hot Chocolate 

The Mug: 

With Blue cast on 30 stitches leaving a long tail. 
Row 1-10: Stocking stitch (Knit 1 row, Purl 1 row). 
Working colours loosely up the sides of the rows, join in White and stocking 
stitch Rows 11-14. 
With Blue stocking stitch Rows 15-18. 
With White stocking stitch Rows 19-22. 
With Blue stocking stitch Rows 23-28. 
Cast off leaving a long tail. 



Turn cast off edge to the inside and with cast off tail slip stitch to the colour 
change at Row 23. 
 

Continuing with cast off tail sew up side seam matching the stripes using 
mattress stitch. 
With cast on tail run a gathering thread along the cast on edge, draw up tight 
and fasten off. Thread to inside. 



 

Cut a toilet roll down so it is 2 inches high 
being careful not to squash the tube. 
Insert the tube into the mug.  
Stuff tightly to the top of the knitting. 

The Hot Chocolate: 
 

Remove stuffing and put in pop sock. Knot the 
end.  
Put sock in the tube so that the toe is uppermost 
and arrange in a chocolaty swirl. If your sock is 
too ‘deep’ cut down the sock and re- knot. 

 
The Handle: 

With Blue cast on 10 stitches. 
Rows 1-4 stocking stitch. 
Cast off. 
Roll in a tube along its length and catch down. 
Bend into an arc and sew onto side of mug. If too 
floppy insert wire or pipe cleaner and bend before 
sewing onto side of mug. Thread in the tail end to hide. 



The Marshmallows: Make 3 Pink and 3 White. 

Cast on 4 stitches. 
Rows 1-10 stocking stitch. 
Cast off. 
Roll in half to form a hoop and sew short sides together. 

Arrange the marshmallows on the top of the pop sock and sew on." 

Talk tomorrow ☕  
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